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Independence of C for Intersection
Cohomology (after Gabber)
Kazuhiro Fujiwara

In his lecture in the conference Algebraic Geometry 2000, 0. Gabber
explained his proof of the following Theorem 1 that the intersection
cohomology of a proper scheme is independent of£.

Theorem 1. Let X be a proper equidimensional scheme over a finite
field Fq and let i E Z. For a prime £Xq, let JHi(Xk,Q£) be the intersection cohomology of degree i. Then det(l- tFr,IHi(Xk, Qg)) is with
coefficients in Z and independent of£ Xq.
The aim of this note is to give the proof of Gabber. Some details of
the proofs are filled by the author, and he takes the full responsibility
for the inaccuracies that may appear in this note. In the talk, Gabber
also presented the proofs of other independence of £ results which are
not contained in this short article.

Acknowledgement. The author thanks the referees for their helpful comments. The author also thanks Gabber for his comments on this
article.
§1.

Independence for K(X)
1.1. Notation

We work over k = F q· For a prime £X q, choose an algebraic closure
Qg. For a scheme X separated of finite type over k, D~(X, Qg) denotes
the derived category of Qg-sheaves defined in Weil II ([De 4]). This notion of derived category is stable under the six operations f,, f*, f*, J',
@, R Hom, and also by the Grothendieck-Verdier dualizing functor D =
D x which we normalize by
DxK = RHom(K, J'Qe)

for f: X----> Speck.
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By K(X, Q£), we denote the Grothendieck ring of the category of
Qrsheaves. For a Qrsheaf :F on X, we denote by [F] the class in
K(X, Q£)·
For K E D~(X), we also denote by [K] the class
LiEZ( -l)i[Hi(K)]. lXI denotes the set of the closed points.
For a Qrsheaf :F and x E lXI, we have a geometric Frobenius
element Frx E Gal(k(x)/k(x)) acting on the geometric fiber Fx localized
at x. The local £-function is defined by

This definition extends to K(X, Q£) by additivity, and the homomorphism

II

(1 + t · Q£[[t]])x
xEJXJ
[:F] ~ (Lx(:F, t))xEJXJ

K(X, Q£)--+

is injective by the Chebotarev density theorem.
1.2. (E, I)-compatibility
Let E be a field of characteristic 0, and let I be a subset of { (£, ~), £ #
pis a prime, ~ : E '----t Qc is a field embedding}. For a = (£, ~) E I, we
denote the first component by fa = £, the second by ~a = L.
Definition.
Let X be a separated scheme of finite type over k = F q.
We say that a system (Ka)aEI E TiaEI K(X, QRa) is (E, I)-compatible
if and only if it satisfies the following a), b):

a) Lx(Ka, t) is E-rational for any a E I,x E lXI, i.e., belongs to
the image of E[[t]] via embedding ~a,
b) For each x E lXI, Lx(Ka, t), viewed as an element in E[[t]],
coincide for all a E I.
It is easy to see

Ka

E

K(X, Q£J, a
{==}

E

I are (E, I)-compatible

For all n 2: 1 and x E X (F qn),
Tr(Frx, Ka,x)

=

~a(tx) (a E I) for some

tx E E.

1.3. Results
The following Theorem 2, Theorem 3 will be proved in §3.
Theorem 2. Let (Ka)aEI E TiaEI K(X, QcJ be an (E, I)-compatible
system. Then for a morphism f : X --+ Y of separated schemes of finite
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type over k, (f*Ka)aEI, (f!Ka)aEI E TiaEI K(Y, QeJ are also (E, I)compatible. Similar results hold for f*, J', ®L, R Hom, D.
For the normalization of perverse sheaves, we follow [BBD].

Theorem 3.
Let j : U '----+X be an open immersion and let (Ka)aEI
be an (E, I)-compatible system on U. Assume that each Ka is pure
and perverse. Then the system of middle extensions (j!*Ka)aEI is also
(E, I)-compatible.

§2.

Linear reccurence sequences

Later we need an elementary lemma on sequences which can be
proved by a high-school student. We recall the following definition:

Definition. Let X C Z be a non-empty subset. Assume X is stable
under addition by N, or stable under substraction by N. Let E be a field.
An E-valued sequence (an)nEX is called a linear reccurence sequence if
it satisfies a difference equation of the form
r

2..= cian+i =

0

(for all n such that n, n +rEX)

i=O

for some r 2': 0, Ci E E, coer =/= 0. The set of the E-valued linear
reccurence sequences is denoted by Lr(X, E).
Then the lemma we need is the following:

Key lemma.
a) Let E be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Then
Lr(X, E) has a basis given by the sequences ea,a : n f----+ naan for
aEEx,aEN.
b) Lr(X, E) is a vector space over E and the canonical map
Lr(Z, E) --+ Lr(X, E) is bijective.
c) Fix an embedding of fields E C E'. Assume that f E Lr(X, E')
takes values in E. Then f belongs to Lr (X, E).

Proof of Key lemma. a) is well-known, and b) is obvious. We prove
c). Assume that X is stable under addition by N. For a field F, let S:
(an)nEX f----+ (an+dnEX be the shift operator acting on the set Map(X, F)
of all maps X --+ F. Then f = (an)nEX E Map(X, F) belongs to
Lr(X, F) if and only iff satisfies the following conditions (1), (2). Let
V be the F-subspace of Map(X, F) generated by sn(f) (n 2': 0).
( 1) V is finite dimensional over F.
(2) The action of S on V is bijective.
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For f E Map( X, E), since Map( X, E) ®E E' ---->Map( X, E') is injective, the conditions (1), (2) with F = E are satisfied if and only if the
conditions (1), (2) with F = E' are satisfied.
D

§3.

Proofs of the theorems

Proof of Theorem 2. For f* and ®L, the claim is obvious. The statement for f 1 follows from the Grothendieck trace formula for powers of
Frobenius:

L

Tr(Frx, Ka,x)

for ally E Y(F qn ), n ;:::: 1.

Since

f*

=

Dy f1Dx,

RHom(K, L)

=

Dx(K ®L Dx(L))

by the duality formalism, the claim for f* and R Hom follows from that
of Dx. We prove the stability of (E, I)-compatibility under D. It suffices
to prove the independence of Tr(Frx, Dx Ka) at each x E X(F qn ).
Since our problem is local on X for the Zariski topology, we may
assume that X is affine. By taking a closed embedding i : X '---+ Ak,
we may also assume that X = Ak is an affine space, since i* commutes
with the duality D. By taking a finite extension of k, we may assume
x E Ak(k), and by translation x =OAk is the origin.
Further, we reduce to the case X= A, where A is an abelian variety
over k, and x = 0 is the identity element of A(k): by a definition of
smoothness, there is an open set j : U '---+ A containing 0, with etale
morphism p : U ----> Ak sending 0 to OAk· Since the problem depends
only on henselizations at 0 and 0 Ak, it suffices to prove it for j,p* K on

A.
Now assume X = A, an abelian variety over k. Define functions
fa,n, ga,n: A(Fq)----> Qea for n;:::: 1 by

fa,n(a)

=

L

Tr(Frb, Ka,r,),

bEA(Fqn), Tn(b)=a

ga,n(a)

=

where Tn denotes the trace map A(Fqn)----> A(Fq)· Note it is sufficient
to prove that ga,l (0) belongs to E via ta and is independent of a. We
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will show that there is a Q"" -valued linear reccurence sequence Sa(a)
on Z such that fa,n(a) = Sa(a)n, 9a,n(a) = Sa(a)-n for n 2:: 1. By our
assumption, f a,n (a) takes values in E via ~a for n 2:: 1 and is independent
of a choice of a E J. By Key lemma, the same is true for 9a,n(a).
Now we prove the existence of Sa(a).
Let
C:A---+A,
af---?a-FrA(a)
denotes the Lang torsor defined by idA- FrA. The Lang torsor is an
A(F q )-torsor. For a finite dimensional representation

we have the associated local system CP = A xA(Fq) p on A as the
contracted product. For m 2:: 1, it is known that the fiber of Cp at
b E A(F q=) corresponds to the representation of Gal(F q= /F q=) sending
the Frobenius element Frb at b to p(Tn(b)) [De2].
When p: A(Fq) ---+
is a character, by the Grothendieck trace
formula for Ka 0 CP and DA(Ka 0 £p) = DAKa 0 Lp-1, we have

Q;"

(1)

Tr(Frn, Rr(AJ<, Ka 0 £p))

L

=

Tr(Frb, Ka,r,) · p(Tn(b)),

bEA(Fqn)

(1')

Tr(Frn, Rr(AJ<, DAKa 0£p-1))

L

Tr(Frb, (D AKa)rJ · p( -Tn(b))

bEA(F qn)

for n 2:: 1.
These two identities are rewritten as follows. Let
:F(f)(p) =

L

f(a)p(a)

aEA(Fq)

be the Fourier transform on A(F q)· Then
Tr(Frn, Rr(AJ<, Ka 0 Cp))

= F(fa,n)(p),

Tr(Frn, Rr(AJ<, DAKa 0 £r1)) = :F(ga,n)(p)
follow from formula (1) and (1').
Let CYij E Q"", j E Ji be the Fr-eigenvalues on H~t(AJ<, Ka 0 Cp)·
By global duality, Rr(AJ<, Ka 0 £p) and Rr(AJ<, DAKa 0 £p-1) are
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dual to each other since A is proper. Hence

F(fa,n)(p) = 2)-l)i
iEZ

F(ga,n)(p) =

L a0

L( -l)i L
iEZ

(n ~ 1),

jEJ;

ai/ (n

~ 1)

jEJ;

hold, and it follows that there are Qe, -valued linear reccurence sequences
s(p) on Z such that F(fa,n)(p) = s(p)n, F(ga,n)(p) = s(p)-n for n ~ 1.
The existence of Sa (a) follows by the inverse Fourier transform.

Remark (by Gabber).
In case of curves, Deligne proves the compatibility for Rj* for any compatible system of £-adic sheaves on open
parts ([Del], Theoreme 9.8). To get the compatibility at missing points,
he uses twists by highly ramified rank one sheaves. The argument here
uses twists by unramified rank one sheaves.
Proof of Theorem 3.
We may assume ~I = 1 or 2, and each Ka
is pure of weight w. By Gabber's purity theorem [BBD], j,*Ka is also
pure of weight w (cf. [De4] for pure complexes).
We put Y = X\ U, i : Y --+ X. We prove the claim by a descending
induction on dim Y. So it suffices to prove the compatibility near all
maximal points of Y. By shrinking Y if necessary, we may assume that
Y is smooth of pure dimension d, and the middle extension is calculated
as
for any a. Moreover, we may assume that all cohomology sheaves
1iq(i 1j 1*Ka), 1iq(i*j*Ka) (a E I) are smooth on Y. To show the compatibility, it suffices to recover the local L-function Ly(T<;-d-d*Ka, t)
at any y E IYI from Ly(j*Ka, t), which is already independent of a by
Theorem 2.
By purity, for q ::S: -d-1, 1iq(j*Ka) = 1iq(T<-d-lj*Ka) are punctually mixed of weight::::; q+w. By purity again, i*Dx]!*Ka = Dyi 1j,*Ka
is mixed of weight ::::; -w, and hence the smooth sheaves 1iq(i 1j,*Ka) on
Yare punctually mixed of weight ~ w + q. By localization triangle

we know that the smooth sheaves 1iq(i*j*Ka) = 1{q+ 1 (i 1j,*Ka) are
mixed of weight ~ w + q + 1 for q ~ -d on Y. This implies that for
y E IYI, Ly(T<;-d-d*Ka, t) is extracted from Ly(j*Ka, t) as the part of
weight::::; w-d-1.
D
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By definition,

Here j is the inclusion of a dense smooth subscheme in X. By Theorem 3,
det(l- t Fr; Rf(Xk, ICx )) is with coefficients in Q and is independent
of CJq. The result for the individual cohomology group JHi(Xk, Qc)
follows from this by the fact I Hi (X k, Qc) is of weight i. For the integrality of the coefficients, we may assume that X is reduced and irreducible.
By [dJ], there is an alteration n: Y ----t X withY smooth and projective
over F q· By the decomposition theorem, ICx is a direct summand of
Rn*ICy, hence the fact that the eigenvalues of Fr on H~t(Xk,ICx) are
algebraic integers follows from the corresponding statement for Y, which
holds by [De3], or [SGA7], XXI 5.5.3.
0
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